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The adorne™ collection makes life simply beautiful,
putting a stylishly smart finishing touch on your
home. Turn ordinary into extraordinary with switches
and solutions that bring inspiration to life.

Wall plate: mirror white | Switch: whisper dimmer with accent nightlight
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SOME switches

light rooms.

imagination.

switches, dimmers, & outlets

Turn on ingenuity, convenience, and great looks
with an array of awe-inspiring new solutions from
adorne. Whether you choose to switch, tap, touch,
or wave, adorne brightens your life with style.
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Wall plate: Brushed pewter | Switch: whisper

Others, your
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Elegance and clean lines? Of course.
Unsightly screws? No thanks. Just a
blend of beauty and brains with an array
of combinations to fit any style or taste.
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wall plate: wenge wood | Switch: wave

The switch remade from scratch.
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Multiply beauty and convenience by combining switches and dimmers from
adorne. Fluid, intuitive functionality, paired with drop-dead gorgeous looks, puts
a stylish finishing touch on any space.
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Wall plate: oil-rubbed bronze | Switch: softap switch + 2 softap dimmers

Good things come in twos, threes, and fours.
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wall plate: cherry | outlets: tamper-resistant outlet + 2 USBs
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Plug in to your creative outlet.
Talk about flexibility. adorne’s modular design makes it easy
to configure the perfect combination of outlets, nightlights —
even USB ports — as needed. Go ahead, plug and play!
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Touches of brilliance.

Switches and dimmers are at the heart of the adorne collection. Each features clean design and an infinitely helpful locator
light to find it in the dark. Whether you favor a simple touch (like on your smart phone), a satisfying click, or even the simple
wave of a hand, adorne makes it a delight to hit the lights. All products are available in white and magnesium colors.

SWITCHES & dimmers
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Paddle™ Switch: A wide, graceful
curve works with a simple up-anddown motion, allowing you to turn
lights on and off with ease.

Whisper™ Switch: A smart design
that features elegant lines and a
quiet, fluid motion.

sofTap™ Switch: Designed with
an innovative micro-movement
that turns lights on and off with
just a soft “tap” of the finger.

SensaSwitch™: Sensor turns lights
on when you enter a room and off
when you leave. (Also available in
Manual-ON/Auto-OFF format.)

Touch™ Switch: A stunning translucent face works just like an iPod®
— simply touch your finger on the
circle to turn lights on and off.

Push™ Switch: A tactile, fingersized impression lets you turn
lights on and off with a simple
push-button motion.

Paddle Dimmer

Whisper Dimmer

sofTap Dimmer

SensaDimmer™

Touch Dimmer

Wave™ Switch: Smart technology
combined with sleek, modern
design. Simply wave your hand
to turn lights on and off.

iPod® is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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UNPLUG FROM ORDINARY.

Are you so accustomed to the average outlet that you’ve never even imagined greater possibilities? Fortunately, we’ve
spent a lot of time reinventing the ordinary — from an outlet that hides until you need it, to convenient in-wall smart
device connections, and much more. Plugging in has never been so stylishly convenient.

outlets

Tamper-Resistant Outlet

GFCI Outlet

USB Outlet

ACCESSORIEs

Pop-Out Outlet
SensaSwitch Manual-ON/Timed-OFF
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Paddle Fan Speed Control

Pop-Out Outlet (Side View)

Sometimes the best ideas just pop out.

1-Module Paddle Switch: Provides
two switches in the space of one.

A gentle push reveals the genius of the adorne
Pop-Out™ Outlet — three places to plug in that
elegantly hide away when not in use.
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bright ideas ABOUND.

illumination

You’ve never seen a nightlight that hides itself so cleverly, yet responds so elegantly to a simple touch. Or one that can be lifted
from its home on your wall to double as a carry-around flashlight. When it comes to brilliant solutions, adorne really shines.

1-Module Nightlight

2-Module Nightlight

Portable Nightlight/Flashlight

Find us in the dark.
Paddle Dimmer
with Accent Nightlight
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Add a stylish, small locator light to your Paddle, Whisper, or Push switch or dimmer and you’ll never again have to slide your
hand across the wall trying to find that switch. The locator light is a built-in feature of all other switches and dimmers.
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choose a style

as yours.
16

wall plates

Wall plates become fashion plates with adorne’s
32 dazzling options, including cast metals, woods,
leather, and vibrant colors. You accessorize your
wardrobe — now it’s your home’s turn for some fun.

Wall plate: Turquoise | Switch: push

as interesting
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wall plate: brushed stainless | Switch: SensaSwitch Manual-ON/Timed-OFF
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Wall plates that mirror your style.
From classy to colorful, traditional to
modern, adorne has a wall plate for
any personality and every décor.
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The art of living beautifully.
Great art belongs on a wall, and the adorne Custom wall
plate puts it there. View any pattern or material through the
window to imagine the possibilities.
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actual size
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Surround your switch in style.
Say bye-bye to bland and hello to the possibilities with adorne wall plates. Dozens of options await — including
genuine, rich wood finishes, lush cast metals, and an array of vivid colors.

CM

cast metals

REal materials

R

plastic

P

wall plates
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CM

Oil-Rubbed Bronze

CM

Antique Nickel

CM

Aged Brass

CM

Antique Bronze

CM

Brushed Pewter

R

Wenge Wood

R

French Oak

R

Black Leather

CM

Brushed Stainless Steel

CM

Satin Nickel

CM

Brushed Brass

CM

Satin Bronze

CM

Dark Burnished Pewter

R

Mirror White

R

Mirror Black

R

Brushed Stainless

all plates available in single, double, triple, or quad configurations.
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wall plates
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CM

cast metals

R

REal materials

P

plastic

R

Custom with Magnesium Trim

P

Soft Touch Moss Grey

P

Soft Touch Felt Green

P

Soft Touch Russet

P

Pale Blue

P

Honey

P

Lichen Green

P

Titanium

R

Custom with White Trim

P

Turquoise

P

Cherry

P

Plum

P

Bronze

P

Graphite

P

Satin Light Almond

P

Gloss White

all plates available in single, double, triple, or quad configurations.
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idea

for cooking light.

under-cabinet Lighting

Have power galore without a single outlet in plain
sight. Plug in lights to make the dark places shine.
Relocate outlets, lights, speakers, and smart phone
docks to build the ultimate in powered kitchens.
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under-cabinet puck lighting and Modular track

a fresh
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A bright spot in your life.
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puck lighting

adorne brings illumination to your
kitchen with easily swappable outlets,
lighting options, USB ports, music,
and, most of all, flexibility.
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A RECIPE FOR KITCHEN MAGIC.
The adorne Under-Cabinet Lighting System brings an array of modular components that swap out so easily, you’ll want to
reconfigure whenever the mood strikes. From speakers and smart phone docks to lighting and outlets, there’s a world of
possibilities to choose from with these high-tech, highly convenient building blocks.

under-cabinet lighting

Puck Lights: For a spectacular spotlighted look.

Linear Lights: For a consistent, continuous light.

Mobile Cradle
Because recharging doesn’t
have to look sloppy.

USB Module
A handy outlet to power
today’s devices.

Outlet Module
Convenient power snaps
in where you need it.

Digital Music Kit
Plug and play your
favorites—wirelessly.

Tablet Cradle
Puts apps and the internet
where you need them.
Modular Tracks: The nerve center that tucks away out of sight. Available in three sizes.
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You get the

GROCERIES.

GET THE LIGHTS.

wireless systems for the home

Have your house welcome you home with a lights-on
preset. See wireless video of who’s at your door. Use a
smart phone app to fill your house with music. Life is
richer (and sweeter) with adorne wireless solutions.
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Wireless Lighting Remote

LET YOUR HOUSE
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Dial up the fun.
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Wi-Fi MUSIC SYSTEM

Tell your house what to play and where to
play it via smart phone. Wi-Fi connectivity
lets you put the speakers where you like
and change things up as needed. Cool.
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The peephole. Evolved.
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video intercom

How great would it be to see who’s at the
front door from your kitchen? Or laundry
room? Or upstairs bedroom? Add up to
three receiving units to be your eyes and
ears throughout the home and outside.
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A smarter way to say goodnight.
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wireless lighting app

Preset your lights to welcome you home
or shut down at night. Wireless lighting
controls from adorne put convenience
at your fingertips.
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Live more. Wire less.

wireless lighting control

Wireless switches,
dimmers, and outlets

Enjoy the living space of the future without rewiring the entire house. Ingenious solutions from adorne let you control
devices via wireless remote. adorne also lets devices wirelessly “talk” to each other, helping you create preestablished
lighting “scenes” that put your home in the very best light.

GARAGE

KITCHEN

FRONT ENTRY
DINING ROOM

LIVING ROOM

sofTap Switch

Let there be lights!
Creating the perfect mood for dinner guests? Turn on your favorite lights and save the settings.
Want specific lights to turn on when you come home? Create your own “Welcome Home” light
setting — adorne’s wireless system gives you complete flexibility.

sofTap Dimmer

WELCOME HOME

DINNER PARTY

Music on your wavelength.

Face-to-face communication.

Smart phones revolutionized the way we listen to
music, and adorne brings that convenience home.
Rich, resonant speakers connect wirelessly to your
home network, turning an iPhone® or tablet into
your personal jukebox. Innovation rocks!

This video monitor not only shows
who’s at the door, it connects to other
stations in your house as a true audio
intercom.

iPhone® is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Seeing eye.
It’s a doorbell. It’s a camera. It’s
your new video door station — a
wonderful way to see visitors from
the convenient spot of your choosing.

Touch Switch

Convenience in hand.
Define up to four unique presets and control your entire home lighting environment with the touch
of adorne’s handy wireless remote. Or, install our free app, and your iPhone® becomes a remote,
allowing you to access your presets — even while away.

Touch Dimmer
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Legrand has been innovating brilliant solutions for the home for over

Get started, get ideas, stay inspired.

100 years. As a global leader in creating inspired designs, Legrand

Discover a wealth of resources to plan any remodeling project at our

improves the delivery and control of power, light, and technology to

website. You’ll find tools to discover and engage, a gallery of room

transform how people live. We take pride in the kind of bright ideas

solutions, inspirational features, bright ideas, and more. It’s time for a

that delight the user — products that hit the sweet spot of cutting edge

beautiful switch — come see all the simply brilliant ideas the adorne

technology, seamless integration, and stunning beauty. That’s why the

collection has to offer: adornemyhome.com.

more you get to know the adorne collection by Legrand, the more
you’ll see — it’s simply designed to be better.
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collection

Legrand, North America
60 Woodlawn Street
West Hartford, CT 06110
1.877.BY.LEGRAND (295.3472)
www.legrand.us

designed to be better.™

570 Applewood Crescent
Vaughan, Ontario L4K 4B4
905.738.9195
www.legrand.ca
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